One cycle of the visual / motor task. Including instructions, two motor conditions alternated with a visual condition; this sequence repeated for a total of six cycles. 9 167 each condition was generated; motor activation was identified by contrasting mean BOLD 168 responses to motor vs. visual conditions. For group analysis, BOLD contrasts from individual 169 subjects during the motor memory and repetitive tapping conditions were entered into a two-170 sample t-test. Analyses used an intensity threshold of p<0.05 with a family-wise error (FWE) 171 correction for multiple comparisons, applied to a sensorimotor region of interest (ROI). This 172 ROI was derived from the WFUPickatlas toolbox, and was specified as the overlap between TD 173 and aal atlas labels for post-plus precentral gyrus. 174 This statistical model allowed us to identify activation by each motor condition, but also to 175 identify activation in common through a global conjunction analysis of both conditions. Global 176 analysis provided a sensitive measure for identifying areas activated in common by accounting 177 for differences in variability for each condition; the resulting bilateral activation map for hand 178 movements was used as the ROI for connectivity analysis. 179 180 Laterality analysis 181 Laterality was assessed using the following formula: 182 Laterality Index (LI) = (voxels on the right -voxels on the left) (voxels on the right + voxels on the left) 183 This provided a continuous variable, ranging from LI = -1 (activation or connectivity limited to 184 the left hemisphere) to LI = +1 (activation or connectivity limited to the right hemisphere). 185 Laterality was used to assess hemispheric differences in activation for a unilateral condition 186 (sequence learning), hemispheric differences in activation for a bilateral condition (repetitive 187 tapping), and hemispheric differences in sensorimotor connectivity during both conditions. 211 inadequate. We therefore adopted two approaches. The first approach was structural; the 212 hippocampus was divided into 8 regions from posterior to anterior, with connectivity evaluated 213 for each region (position-1 through position-8). The second approach was empirical or 214 functional; the hippocampal voxel generating the greatest connectivity anywhere within SMC 215 during a task was selected as a seed. 216 A functional seed was identified from the left and right hippocampus for both the sequence 217 learning task (functional seed-1) and the repetitive tapping task (functional seed-2). 264 During activation analysis, a motor condition (sequence learning or repetitive tapping) was 265 contrasted with the passive visual condition; based upon the block design, the predicted BOLD 266 response is the same across all 6 task cycles ( . In the sequence learning task (left), the peaks and valleys at this right SMC voxel 279 generally did not coincide with those predicted from activation analysis; although connectivity 280 was significant at this voxel, activation was not. In the repetitive tapping task (right), the BOLD 281 signal at the connectivity maxima again approximated the sum of BOLD signals predicted from 282 activity in the left and right seeds; due to sufficient overlap with the pattern predicted from the 283 task design, there was also significant activation. 284 For both tasks, the BOLD signal at the activation maxima approximated the response predicted 293 Behavioral performance during motor tasks 294 Stimulus-response asynchrony, intertap intervals, and precision of intervals were characterized 295 for both sequence learning and repetitive tapping tasks (Fig 3, see also Tables 1 and 2) . The left 296 column shows group changes in performance across rehearsals, calculated from mean values for 297 all subjects; the right column shows the mean standard deviation among individuals. 305 Task differences were identified from initial performance and again following rehearsal. Performance 306 following presentation of a novel sequence in the learning task was distinguished from its repeat 307 presentation.
308 * p<0.05 in a two-sample t-test.
309
310 Fig 3A shows the effects of rehearsal on stimulus asynchrony (i.e., the time interval between the 311 metronome and button presses). The desired pacing of finger tapping was set by a metronome 312 during the instruction period. Finger movements during the movement task began synchronous 313 or slightly after the metronome (left), but significantly anticipated the metronome with rehearsal 314 (negative values). Repetitive tapping (red) and sequence learning (blue) generated similar 315 anticipatory responses after 8 rehearsals, but an additional 8 rehearsals on a learned sequence 316 generated greater asynchrony (green). Individual variability in asynchrony was initially greater 317 during sequence learning, but differences were eliminated over 8 rehearsals as performance of a 318 learned sequence became easier (right). 319 Learning effects were identified from rehearsal-related changes in intertap intervals and their 320 precision (Fig 3B-C) . Learning effects were observed during sequence learning but not the 322 towards the paced interval of 500 ms, while its variability dropped. The precision of intertap 323 intervals also improved during sequence learning (i.e., how much intertap intervals within a 4-324 key sequence differed from 500 ms), dropping below that observed during repetitive tapping. 325 326 SMC activation during motor tasks 327 SMC was activated during both sequence learning and repetitive tapping (Fig 4a and Table 3 ). 336 Activation clusters within the sensorimotor mask, surviving an intensity threshold of p=0.05 with a 337 family-wise error correction and extent threshold of 20. Peak locations are specified in MNI coordinates.
338 339 A more sensitive method for identifying the extent of motor activity during group analysis 340 involved global (conjunctive) analysis of both motor conditions ( Fig 4B) . Global analysis 341 extended the area of group activation (cyan, see especially the right SMC for sequence learning), (Table S2) . 365 Connectivity from structural seeds was only observed from global analysis, but the pattern of 366 connectivity again depended on the task and seed. Connectivity from structural seed-1 was left 367 dominant during the sequence learning task but right dominant during repetitive tapping;
368 connectivity from structural seed-2 was right dominant for both tasks, although more extensive 369 during the sequence learning task.
370 Individual analysis showed extensive overlap from the left and right hippocampal seeds in both 371 hemispheres ( Fig 5B) , with bilateral connectivity during sequence learning despite unimanual 372 task performance. Connectivity of the hippocampus with sensorimotor cortex (SMC) was examined during two 395 paced motor tasks; behavioral analysis showed that performance during both tasks was under 396 volitional control, although only one task produced learning effects. In both tasks, contributions 397 from the left and right hippocampus overlapped, jointly generating bilateral connectivity in 398 SMC; this connectivity was limited to the hand representation, identified from task activation 399 across both tasks. These findings demonstrate a specific hippocampal influence on SMC during 400 volitional movements that is independent of its role in motor learning.
402 Behavioral analysis 403 Analysis of behavior during motor performance addressed the issue of volitional control and 404 whether motor learning occurred across rehearsals. 405 Instructed to press a key in synchrony with the metronome ticks, presented at 500ms intervals, 406 subjects consistently anticipated the metronome in both tasks. Reflecting subjects' cognitive 407 intent to tap at set intervals, the effect was additive across trials; if responses had been stimulus-408 driven, button presses would instead have followed each metronome tick at a fixed interval.
409 Anticipatory responses thus reflected volitional control during both motor tasks.
410 Learning effects were evident during sequence learning, including improved precision in intertap 411 intervals and decreased variability across rehearsals, whereas no such effects were evident during 412 repetitive tapping. Learning effects in the sequence learning task occurred over the first 3-4 413 rehearsals, when cognitive processes are important for skill acquisition (44). 414 415 Sensorimotor activation 416 Consistent with previous reports, group analysis showed SMC activation within the omega spur 417 contralateral to the moving hand(s) (45-49).
418 Bilateral SMC activation was generated by the bimanual repetitive tapping task. Sequence 419 learning, performed with the right hand only, generated left SMC activation during group 420 analysis, but bilateral activation during individual analysis. This bilateral activation likely 421 reflects inhibitory influences between motor regions in opposite hemispheres (50). Because 422 movements of individual finger and their representations are not independent (51, 52), however, 423 activation must reflect some combination of excitatory and inhibitory processes in both 424 hemispheres. 425 Global conjunctive analysis included both sequence learning and repetitive tapping, improving 426 sensitivity to common motor effects by accounting for task differences in variability. Global 427 analysis showed bilateral activation, used to identify the SMC hand representation.
428 429 Hippocampal seeds as sources of sensorimotor connectivity 430 Both functional and structural seeds were used to identify hippocampal connectivity with SMC. 431 The connectivity of functional and structural seeds-1 both showed differences in laterality 432 between motor tasks, perhaps due to uni-vs. bimanual performance during sequence learning vs. 433 repetitive tapping. Nonetheless, all seeds generating significant SMC connectivity did so for 434 both motor tasks, indicating hippocampal modulation of sensorimotor cortical activity did not 435 require motor learning.
436 Functional seeds were identified empirically from the region with the highest connectivity to 437 SMC; they were localized laterally, mostly within the middle third of the hippocampus, whereas 438 structural seeds were posterior. This pattern suggests functional specialization within the 439 hippocampus. Such specialization is also suggested by different patterns of laterality observed 440 across tasks by different seeds. While our study could not adequately evaluate the source of such 441 functional differences, they might regulate diverse processes involved in generating even simple 442 movements: excitatory and inhibitory influences between fingers on the same hand, coordination 443 of flexor or extensor muscle movements, and inhibitory influences between motor regions in 467 468 Cortical selectivity: The hand representation 469 PPI analysis assured motor specificity by identifying the interaction term, whereby the moment-470 to-moment hippocampal activity during movements showed greater influence on SMC activity 471 than the passive visual condition. The magnitude of connectivity was based on the correlation of 472 SMC activity with this movement-specific term. 473 Increased hippocampal connectivity was observed during both tasks, invariably restricted to the 474 SMC hand representation in at least one hemisphere. The Funct-2 seed met our statistical test for 475 cortical selectivity in the right but not left hemisphere during repetitive tapping, but even in the 476 left hemisphere, the hand representation showed extensive connectivity (see Table 5 , where 123 477 of 165 voxels in the hand representation met threshold). When ten or more SMC voxels in a 478 hemisphere met our group threshold, connectivity from structural and functional seeds was 479 otherwise selectively restricted to the hand representation.
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-- associative recognition: interactions between cognitive control and episodic retrieval. 
